Make your move.
PRESS RELEASE
ROYAL HEALTH CARE, LLC ANNOUNCES DELIVERY OF ITS NEW
PROPRIETARY CARE MANAGEMENT APPLICATION - HMA
NEW YORK, New York – March 24, 2008
Royal Health Care, LLC, a leading healthcare technology and services company, has announced it recently
completed and introduced to the marketplace a new solution for utilization and care management – HMA.
As a new, state-of-the-art utilization management application with a fully integrated case management
subsystem, HMA stands apart from other solutions in several areas. First, the new product is rich in
functionality including automation of task management responsibilities such as the routing of work items and
notifications and the creation of electronic patient files where scanned and external patient documents can be
received and maintained at the patient level. Next, HMA’s flexibility and adaptability allow it to meet the
needs of many different types of care management organizations that work with various benefit plans and
medical polices. HMA also has a robust administrative functionality that allows user defined authorization
rules, work queues, case management assessment and care plan tools and menus that aid and allow the
medical management team to reconfigure current work flow processes at any time. HMA’s stand-alone data
warehouse also keeps the clinical team fully equipped to turn patient and provider data into meaningful
information.
Deborah Campbell, Royal Health Care’s Vice President, Charlotte Operations, stated, “Another feature our
clients like is HMA’s real-time interface to Royal’s payer transaction solution, PEGASYS. The seamless
interaction between HMA and PEGASYS assures users they always have the most current member, provider
and benefit plan information available to them”. Authorizations, referrals, and pertinent notes created in HMA
are automatically transferred into PEGASYS which helps the transaction system reach even higher levels of
automated, accurate claim adjudication.
HMA was developed by the Royal Data Center in collaboration with Royal Clinical and Care Management
teams. Liz Jacoby, Royal’s Director of Programming for the Royal Data Center commented, “The insightful
input from this team of professionals on the front lines assures future users that they will be working with one
of the most flexible and efficient medical management applications available today”. HMA can be used as a
stand-alone application with an interface to a health plan’s own claims processing engine. However, when
HMA is combined with PEGASYS, health plan administrators can leverage the technology and efficiencies
that the two applications can offer in providing a seamless, enterprise-wide solution for supporting both
commercial and government program related health plans.

About Royal Health Care
Royal Health Care, LLC is headquartered in New York, NY with offices located on Long Island, NY; in
Charlotte, NC; and in Albuquerque, NM. Royal offers a broad portfolio of products and services including
parameter-driven transaction applications, data center outsourcing services, business process outsourcing
services and consulting services which are tailored to the changing needs of healthcare payers. For additional
information on Royal’s products and services, please visit its website at www.royalhc.com, or call Royal’s
Business Development team at 877.248.6626.
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